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University Repository

The Repository of Széchenyi István University is a full text database of scientific and arts information at Széchenyi István University (SZE). We collect and publish publications of lecturers / researchers of the University in the SzeRep. We also publish doctoral dissertations of the Doctoral School and the theses produced by the students of the institution. We hold the copyright and personal rights.

The operation of the database and the uploading are carried out by the staff of Széchenyi István University Library (SZE-EK).

Main collections

- **Electronic curriculum (e-learning documents)**

You can access e-learning documents in full text format University-wide. Some of these documents are available in both English and German together with the Hungarian version.

http://etananyag.szerep.sze.hu/jadox/portal/

- **Electronic theses**

We have been storing student theses’ in electronic format since 2015. Theses are available in full-text format through dedicated computers in the University Library situated on the first floor. From non-dedicated computers you can access main information regarding these theses the metadata).

http://szakdolgozat.szerep.sze.hu/jadox/portal/

- **PhD theses**

Access to these dissertations in full text format is available university-wide.

http://phd.szerep.sze.hu/jadox/portal/